Abstract: Three-dimensional (3D) printing and reverse engineering are usually superior to traditional teachnologies due to patient-tailored approach, scalability, and lower costs. This paper aims at the presentation of the own concept of the use of 3D medical images and reverse engineering for breast reconstruction for education and everyday clinical practice purposes. Presented concept of 3D breast reconstruction constitutes a relatively novel solution, and its further development may lead to the novel family of of patient-tailored solutions and optimized 3D-based technology seful in everyday clinical practice and online e-learning system.
Introduction
Reconstructive breast surgery aims at realistic, aesthetic, and symmetrical breasts, but required reconstructed breast's symmetry and appearance usually needs for multiple complex procedures [1] . 3D surface imaging technology allow for an accurate, reliable, and simple breast volumetric analysis , but it is not cheap, thus alternative/adjunct technologies (web-based 3D surface imaging, 4D imaging, and 3D printing) appear promising [2, 3] .
Three-dimensional (3D) printing (additive manufacturing) uses various materials and technologies (including poly-materal printing) to produce 3D objects, usually layer-by-layer. 3D printing and reverse engineering are usually superior to traditional teachnologies due to patient-tailored approach, scalability, and lower costs. Moreover traditional design and manufacturing for everyday clinical practice purposes have severe limitations: slow preparation and usually weak personalization of products [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Reverse engineering allows for digitizing real objects (body parts) for replication or modification (e.g. individualization, use of the other material) purposes.
3D printing and reverse enginnering is used in everyday clinical practice in following areas: customization of medical products surgery, drug fabrication, and rehabilitation engineering purposes, [4] [5] [6] [7] . diagnosis and related equipment, implants (artificial, biologic, hybrid), regenerative scaffolds, and cell-specific replacement tissue and organs [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
This paper aims at the presentation of the own concept of the use of 3D medical images and reverse engineering for breast reconstruction for education and everyday clinical practice purposes.
Experimental Section
The title of our project is "Concept of an innovative method of artificial organs production based on anatomic features of the patient". Essential part of the project are novel (3D-based) approaches toward imitating physical and mechanical properties of tissues and organs based on their 3D-scans, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Used reverse engineering technology enables to gather, storage, modificate, re-design, and manufacture of relatively complex objects from its original structures or digitized images (figure 1). Particular area of application is breast reconstruction based on symmetric image of the healthy breast. 
Results and Discussion

Results
The current concept of 3D breast reconstruction offers many possibilities for both scientists and clinicians and may be easily developed toward standardized solution (figures 2-4). Process is relatively low cost, an its outcomes are promising. Limited conversion of 2D images to 3D is possible. Concept may be regarded novel and supplementary, but it is still at the begnning of its development toward 3D printing the fully clinically functional solutions.
There is possibility to: aconvert standard imaging data into a CAD file, ause various 3D reconstruction software, afabricate 3D models using various 3D printing techniques.
Common belief is our approach meets possibilities, quality, and quantity comparable with similar solutions described in the scientific and clinical literature. Development of the concept can constitute another milestone toward on-demand printed customized biological tissues/organs/ implants. [4] [5] [6] [7] . [4] [5] [6] [7] . [4] [5] [6] [7] . [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 10] . Lack of standardization/unification in the area of 3D organs reconstruction makes every solution unique, and compartmental studies are very difficult. Reverse engineering technique to produce a new breast replica cast (NBRC) was developed by Ahcan et al. Preoperative laser 3D images were used to produce a mould of the contralateral healthy breast. The mould was used to help shape the new breast during surgical intervention. Such approach helps improve breast symmetry in terms of volume, position on the chast wall, projection, and contour [1] . Similar positive results of unilateral breast reconstructions using deep inferior epigastric artery perforator (DIEP) were reported by Tomita et al. What is more such intervention may be immediate or delayed. Cosmetic outcomes may be assessed/confirmed by the postoperative 3D measurements of bilateral breasts [10] . Reece et al. proposed 3D imaging of breasts in tilted position insted of traditional 3D imaging with the patient in an upright position. Aforementioned solutions may help describe changes in breast morphology when the patient is tilted to various angles [11] . Chhaya et al. investigated adipose tissue engineering: patient-tailored breast shaped scaffolds were fabricated from poly(d,l)-lactide polymer (fused deposition modelling -FDM) with pore sizes>1 mm with geometry modelled in silico via 3D scanning. Angiogenesis resued a functional capillary network. Adipose tissue increased to 81.2% of overall tissue area at week 24 [12] . Complex individualized implants may significantly improve patient outcomes, influencing quicker development of reconstruction of traumatic injuries, facial and limbs prostheses, biologic, synthetic and hybrid implants [8] .
Discussion
Health care is most often limited in remote and resource-limited locations, usually overcomed by proposed 3D technologies. But 3D technologies also have severe limitations: aerrors between estimated and real tissue volume since 3D surface imaging does not take skin envelope thickness into consideration, a5-10% postoperative reduction as swelling disappears [10] .
Currently observed limitations of the proposed approach can be overcomed by subsequent research, including common interdisciplinary efforts of scientists and clinicians.
Directions for further studies
Main [4-7, 13, 14, 15] .
Conclusions
Results of this project influence both scientists and clinicians since proposed solutions are better customized, cheaper, wider available, and fitted to the local market. Despite relative novelty of the proposed solution, its further development may lead to the novel family of patient-tailored solutions and optimized 3D-based technology useful in everyday clinical practice. 3D-printed patient-tailored assistive technologies and artificial organs are only first of the wide spectrum of possible applications -3D scans may be a part of electronic heath record (EHR) or even biometric passport/ID card.
